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C
arbon nanotubes have been under
extensive experimental and theo-
retical study for the past decade as

a result of their unusual and potentially use-
ful properties. Recent advances to accu-
rately characterize a given sample of nano-
tubes1 and progress in nanotube sorting2

have refocused research efforts in techno-
logical exploitation of carbon nanotubes.
One area of such research efforts has fo-
cused on the encapsulation of molecules in-
side carbon nanotubes.3 The environment
inside an ideal nanotube is thought to be a
potential well where molecules would be
easily encapsulated after overcoming a
small energy barrier on entry.4 It is also a
relatively inert environment5,6 that would
reduce bonding to the nanotube wall. The
curvature of the nanotube wall is the reason
for reduced reactivity on the interior of a
carbon nanotube as opposed to the exte-
rior. The strain energy has been shown to
decrease on covalent bonding of an atom
to the exterior but increase if the bonding
was on the interior of the nanotube wall.7

Encapsulation of molecules inside nano-
tubes is now becoming routine with stud-
ies examining encapsulation of hydrogen,8

metal halides,9 and larger molecules, such
as Buckminster fullerenes,10 DNA,11 and
even proteins.12

One technological application of mol-
ecule encapsulation is drug delivery.13�16

For example, encapsulation of anticancer
drugs17,18 or collagen-like peptides19 has
been proposed. To aid this type of applica-
tion, it is important to have spectroscopic
techniques that can provide information on
the structure and environment of the mol-
ecule encapsulated within the tube. Solid-
state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is
a useful spectroscopic tool for such studies

whereby the chemical shifts of the encapsu-
lated molecules can be measured. Carbon
nanostructures present a challenge to NMR
experiments due to the impurity of samples
and the presence of residual catalyst. How-
ever, with careful sample preparation, it is
now possible to obtain 13C spectra with rela-
tively narrow resonances.20,21 Very recently,
NMR measurements have been made from
samples encapsulated within nanotubes.22

The differences in chemical shifts between
the encapsulated molecule and the free
molecule have the potential to provide in-
formation on how the molecule’s structure
changes on encapsulation as well as the en-
vironment experienced by the molecule in-
side the nanotube. However, such experi-
mental results would be complicated by the
screening effects of currents within the nan-
otube itself. The induction of currents and
the magnetic response of carbon nano-
tubes is a major subject of interest in itself
and has been widely discussed.23,24

In this paper, we examine the magnetic
response of zigzag single-walled nanotubes
(SWNTs) and show that the chemical shifts
of the encapsulated molecules are sensitive
to screening effects of the currents induced
within the nanotube itself and that the
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ABSTRACT Using first-principles density functional calculations, magnetically induced currents are obtained

for zigzag single-walled carbon nanotubes. Clear differences and trends in current flow are observed between the

different nanotube families. In particular, for a magnetic field applied along the tube axis, the current response

of the � � 0 infinite nanotubes is paramagnetic, whereas for � � 1 and 2 nanotubes, the response is

diamagnetic. The results are used to predict and interpret the significant changes in NMR properties for small

molecules encapsulated inside a tube.
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differences in chemical shifts between the encapsu-
lated molecule and the free molecule could be used to
identify the host nanotube using solid-state NMR
experiments.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Magnetically Induced Currents. Nanotubes can be di-

vided into three families defined by the parameter � �

mod(n�m,3), where n and m are the nanotube chiral
vectors (n,m). We focus on nonmetallic zigzag nano-
tubes of type (n,0). We first consider a magnetic field ap-
plied parallel to the nanotube axis, which will be taken
as the z axis. For nanotubes where n � 9, 10, and 11, the
cross sections of the induced current density are shown
in Figure 1. These plots represent the typical behavior
of the induced currents for zigzag nanotubes in each
nanotube family. The detailed current topology is rather
complex with currents flowing around the bonds but
also moving in and out of the surface of the nanotube
and around the atoms. The plots in Figure 1 show the
general pattern of induced currents, and it can be seen
that there is a positive (paramagnetic) current flow
with respect to the tube axis on the inside of the tube
and a negative (diamagnetic) current flow on the out-
side.25 However, for the larger diameter � � 0 nano-
tubes, where n � 12, 15, and 18, a positive current also
flows on the outside of the tube. Current flow in the
(15,0) nanotube is shown in Figure 4. When the mag-
netic field is applied perpendicular to the nanotube
axis, in either the x or the y direction, the overall in-
duced current is diamagnetic. In practice, we would ex-
pect currents at the edges of a nanotube to be differ-
ent from those predicted for the bulk by our fully
periodic model. These edge effects could lead to the
broadening of the measured NMR spectra; however,
these are expected to be localized at the edges and not
affect the majority of the nanotube.

The total current circulating around the nanotube
axis was computed by integrating the current density
(details are given in the Methods and Computational

Details section). The results are summarized in Table 1.

Positive overall current corresponds to a net paramag-

netic response and negative overall current to a net dia-

magnetic response. The � � 0 nanotubes have an over-

all positive current flow, indicating a paramagnetic

response, whereas the � � 1 and 2 nanotubes have an

overall negative current flow, indicating a diamagnetic

response.21,26 Recent NMR studies of encapsulated

molecules22,27 would be guided by consideration of

these induced currents that affect the measured NMR

parameters.

In each family of nanotubes, the magnitude of the

current increases with the diameter of the tube; this in-

crease is most rapid for the � � 0 tubes. The variation

of the total current with nanotube diameter is plotted

in Figure 2a, where a trend is observed for the total cur-

rent to tend to a constant for larger diameter tubes.

We note that properties of nanotubes typically tend to

those of graphene with increasing tube diameter. As

our results show, this is not the case for the NMR re-

Figure 1. Magnetic-field-induced current densities for (9,0), (10,0), and (11,0) nanotubes, which correspond to nanotube families with �
� 0, 1, and 2, respectively. The radius of each nanotube is indicated by a black line on the x axis. The bonding network of the (11,0) nan-
otube has been superimposed onto the current density plot to aid the eye. A detailed description of the surface on which each current
density is plotted can be found in the Methods and Computational Details section.

TABLE 1. Diameter (Å), Total Current (nA/T/Unit Cell), z-
Component of the NICS (ppm), Isotropic NICS (ppm), and
13C Isotropic Shieldings (ppm) for Infinitely Long n �
6�18 Zigzag Nanotubes (n,0)a

D (Å)
current

(nA/T/unit cell)
z-NICS
(ppm)

iso-NICS
(ppm)

13C �iso

(ppm)

(6,0) 4.8 3.7 13.5 �12.1 48.6
(9,0) 7.1 11.2 33.3 �5.5 44.4
(12,0) 9.5 16.3 45.6 �1.2 46.6
(15,0) 11.8 20.2 54.9 2.0 46.8
(18,0) 14.1 22.3 59.0 4.8 46.6
(7,0) 5.6 �4.3 �8.9 �10.8 29.6
(10,0) 7.9 �5.2 �12.1 �18.2 38.5
(13,0) 10.3 �5.4 �12.5 �20.2 42.4
(16,0) 12.6 �5.4 �12.5 �21.1 44.6
(8,0) 6.4 �1.6 �1.7 �18.0 34.7
(11,0) 8.7 �2.5 �4.8 �20.6 41.1
(14,0) 11.0 �3.0 �6.2 �21.5 44.0
(17,0) 13.4 �3.3 �7.0 �22.0 45.8

aResults are arranged in the order of nanotube families, first � � 0, then 1 and 2.
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sponse as the tubes always enclose an amount of mag-
netic flux.

The isotropic 13C chemical shieldings for the nano-
tubes are presented in Table 1. These agree well with
previous results for infinite nanotubes.28 The differences
in isotropic shieldings as compared to previous calcula-
tions result from a higher degree of convergence in
the present work due to finer sampling of the Brillouin
zone and from the use of a cylindrical sample shape for
determining the macroscopic susceptibility contribu-
tion (see the Methods and Computational Details sec-
tion for details). It should be noted that the larger diam-
eter � � 0 nanotubes are computed to have
exceptionally small band gaps, and so, in practice, we
would expect their NMR response to contain a contribu-
tion from the electronic spin, namely, a Knight shift.29,30

Molecule Encapsulation. Recent studies have examined
the encapsulation of hydrogen,8 xenon,31 metal ha-
lides,9 and water32 in nanotubes as well as larger mol-
ecules, such as Buckminster fullerenes,10 DNA,11,33 and
even proteins.12,34 With the increasing purity and qual-
ity of carbon nanotube production, it is expected that
the accuracy in the measurement of NMR parameters
for encapsulated systems will increase. One of the first
experimental NMR studies of molecule encapsulation in
nanotubes indicates changes in isotropic chemical
shifts as large as �68.3 ppm due to encapsulation.22

Recently, Besley and Noble35 discussed the change
in the chemical shift that occurs for a small molecule
when it is placed inside a nanotube. They performed
calculations on several small molecules, first isolated,
and then positioned inside a variety of finite nanotubes.
The observed change in the calculated shift will arise
from a combination of local changes in the electronic
structure of the molecules upon encapsulation or from
the nonlocal effect of the currents flowing in the nano-
tube. To separate and, hence, quantify these effects, we
compute the nucleus-independent chemical shift
(NICS)36 within the interior of infinitely periodic tubes.

Nucleus-Independent Chemical Shift. The NICS is a rank-2 ten-
sor that gives the induced magnetic field for a given di-
rection of the applied field. For a magnetic field ap-
plied along the z axis of a nanotube, the induced field
at the center of the tube will, by symmetry, point along
the tube axis and relate linearly to the z-component of
the NICS (z-NICS). In Figure 3, we plot the z-NICS against
the induced current for the 13 nanotubes studied here.
There is close agreement between these calculated val-
ues and the expression obtained by assuming that the
total induced current flows uniformly in a cylindrical
shell (i.e., a solenoid where Bin � �0I).

On the time scales relevant to NMR experiments, a
mobile encapsulated molecule would sample a large re-
gion inside the nanotube. To assess the impact of this
sampling on the NMR response, we now consider the
spatial variation of the induced field inside the tube. We
first discuss the z-component of the NICSOfor an ideal

solenoid, we would find a uniform induced fieldOand

then consider the isotropic NICS (iso-NICS).

To give a qualitative comparison, we discuss in de-

tail the results for two nanotubes, n � 10 and 15. A

Figure 2. Variation of (a) the total magnetically induced current
(nA/T/unit cell) and (b) the isotropic NICS with nanotube diameter
(Å) for the three families of zigzag single-walled nanotubes.

Figure 3. Comparison of the induced current in each nanotube vs
the z-component of the NICS to that of a classical solenoid model
Bin � �0I, where I is the current per unit length.
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cross section of the current density for the n � 10 nan-

otube and the n � 15 nanotube can be seen in the up-

per two plots in Figure 4. For the n � 10 tube, the plot

shows a typical � � 1 current density with an overall

diamagnetic current flow of �5.2 nA/T/unit cell. For the

n � 15 tube, the current flow is positive inside the

tube and for some regions on the outside of the tube

with an overall paramagnetic current of 20.2 nA/T/unit

cell. The z-NICS induced by these currents is plotted in

the two plots in the lower half of Figure 4. The z-NICS re-

lates directly to the z-component of the induced mag-

netic field and thus, shows how the z-component of a

magnetic field changes within the nanotube. The mag-

netic field varies in the vertical direction because the

ring currents are quite distinct and vertically separated.

However, it is clear that there is an inner region within

each tube where the induced field is essentially con-

stant. We can also see that the magnetic field changes

across the x�y plane. In Figure 5, the z-NICS is plotted

on x�y planes at the two z-axis positions of Z � 0.7 and

1.8 Å, which correspond to the two horizontal lines in

Figure 4.

The (10,0) nanotube has a negative z-NICS inside

the tube, whereas the (15,0) nanotube has a positive

z-NICS. These relate directly to the diamagnetic and

paramagnetic current responses of these nanotubes. Al-

though variation in the NICS can be seen close to the

nanotube wall, a uniform NICS region exists within the

nanotube. This uniform region extends across the

middle of the tube up to a radius of 2 Å for the n � 10

tube and a radius of 3 Å for the n � 15 nanotube. In

these regions, z-NICSs are constant to within 0.5 ppm.

Our calculations of the z-NICS, a measure of the in-

duced magnetic field inside the nanotubes due to the

circulating currents, are highly relevant to any NMR

analysis of molecule encapsulation in SWNTs. Another

direct observable by the experiment on the effect of the

induced currents and, thus, the effect of the z-NICS
would be the value for the isotropic NICS inside the
nanotubes. The variation of the iso-NICS calculated in
the middle of each tube (Table 1) with the nanotube di-
ameter is plotted in Figure 2b. The trend is for he isotro-
pic NICS to increase with the diameter of the tube. We
consider spatial variation of iso-NICS within the nano-
tubes in Figure 6, where we present the iso-NICS plot-
ted on x�y planes at Z � 0.7 and 1.8 Å for the n � 10
and 15 tubes, respectively. A region of almost uniform
iso-NICS inside the nanotubes is, once again, evident.
For the n � 10 nanotube, the region within a radius of
2 Å from the center of the tube has a variation in the iso-
NICS of less than 0.5 ppm. For the n � 15 nanotube,
the region within a radius of 4 Å from the center has a
variation in the iso-NICS of less than 0.5 ppm.

Recently, Sebastiani and Kudin37 have presented
similar NICS plots for achiral and chiral carbon nano-
tubes. They predict much larger values for the isotro-
pic NICS inside zigzag nanotubes, which appear to in-
crease linearly with the diameter of the nanotube. We
discuss the different approaches and possible reasons
for the differences in the Methods and Computational
Details section.

Computed Encapsulations. We now investigate the effect

of magnetically induced currents and the correspond-

ing NICS on encapsulated molecules by performing cal-

culations for the isotropic chemical shifts on isolated

Figure 4. In the upper half of the figure, the two plots show the induced current densities for the (10,0) and (15,0) nanotubes. In the
lower half, the two plots show the z-component of the NICS induced by these currents. The radius of each nanotube is indicated by a
black line on the x axis.
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He, CH4,and HCl molecules and the same molecules

placed inside an infinite (9,0) nanotube. The results are

presented in Table 2. So long as there is no interaction

between the encapsulated molecule and the nano-

tube wall, the change in chemical shift due to encapsu-

lation would arise solely from the orbital currents in-

duced in the nanotube. In our calculations, we assume

that, on encapsulation, the structure of the small mol-

ecule does not change; we would then expect the mol-

ecule’s isotropic chemical shift on encapsulation to

change by the iso-NICS value. However, similar calcula-

tions, including structural relaxations, could be used to

relate chemical shifts to nanotube geometry for

strongly bound encapsulated molecules. For applica-

tions where temporary encapsulation is required using

weakly bound encapsulated molecules would be pre-

ferred as they are much easier to remove. For other

technological applications, the identification using

strongly bound encapsulated molecules may be a pre-

ferred route.

Figure 5. z-Component of the NICS for the (10,0) and the (15,0) nanotubes plotted on two x�y planes at the two different heights indi-
cated in Figure 4. The locations of the nanotube walls are indicated by the gray line.

TABLE 2. Change in Isotropic Shift (�iso) in Parts per
Million Predicted by the Calculated Values of iso-NICS in
the (9,0) Nanotube Compared to Calculated Changes in
Isotropic Shifts for He, CH4, and HCl Moleculesa

CH4 HCl

He H C H Cl iso-NICS

�iso (ppm) �5.0 �4.3 �3.6 �5.0 4.9 �5.5

aFor the CH4 molecule, the mean change in chemical shift for the four H atoms is
presented.
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The change in isotropic chemical shift between an
isolated He atom and a He atom inside a (9,0) nano-
tube was calculated to be �5 ppm. The iso-NICS calcu-
lated in the middle of the (9,0) tube is �5.5 ppm, which
clearly accounts for the majority of change in the isotro-
pic shift (�iso) for the He atom.

For CH4, the situation is similar. The change in the
isotropic chemical shift on encapsulation for the H
atom lying on the axis of the nanotube (in line with
the C atom) was �4.7 ppm. For the remaining three H
atoms oriented toward the nanotube walls, the change
in the chemical shift was �4.2 ppm. For the C atom,
the change was �3.6 ppm. Again, these values are to
be compared to the iso-NICS in the middle of the nan-
otube, which is �5.5 ppm. The calculated �iso shifts are
larger than the iso-NICS fluctuations in the central re-

gion of the tube and so must arise from an interaction
with the tube wall.

For the HCl molecule, we calculate �iso � �5.0
ppm for the H atom, but for the Cl atom, the calcu-

Figure 6. Isotropic NICS for the (10,0) and the (15,0) nanotubes plotted on two x�y planes at the two different heights indicated in Fig-
ure 4. The locations of the nanotube walls are indicated by the gray line.

TABLE 3. Change in Isotropic Shift (�iso) in Parts per
Million Predicted by the Calculated Values of iso-NICS in
(10,0), (11,0), (12,0), and (13,0) Nanotubes Compared to
Calculated Changes in Isotropic Shifts for the HCl
Molecule

HCl

H Cl iso-NICS

(10,0) �18.0 �13.7 �18.2
(11,0) �20.4 �20.0 �20.6
(12,0) �1.8 �2.1 �1.2
(13,0) �20.1 �20.5 �20.2
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lated change is �4.9 ppm. To investigate this unex-
pected behavior further, we placed a HCl molecule in-
side (10,0), (11,0), (12,0), and (13,0) tubes. The results are
summarized in Table 3. In all these nanotubes, �iso for
H was accounted for by the iso-NICS of the tubes. For
Cl, however, the expected change in the chemical shift
was observed only in the larger nanotubes, (11,0),
(12,0), and (13,0). The results show that, for smaller
tubes, interactions with the nanotube walls can be
present, however, for bigger tubes, such as (11,0), (12,0),
and (13,0), the entire change in the isotopic shift for
the Cl atom in the HCl molecule can be explained by
the calculated iso-NICS.

We consider our encapsulation results to be more re-
alistic than those of Besley and Noble,35 who use short
finite hydrogen-capped nanotubes as their model sys-
tem. For such short nanotubes, the band gap is very
small, and our infinite periodic models should provide
a better description of real nanotubes.38

CONCLUSION
We have investigated magnetically induced cur-

rents in infinite single-walled carbon nanotubes of
type (n,0) for n � 6�18. We conclude that the � � 0 in-
finite nanotubes have an overall positive induced cur-
rent, indicating a paramagnetic response, whereas the
� � 1 and 2 nanotubes with an overall negative in-
duced current show a diamagnetic response.21,26 In
each family of nanotubes, the magnitude of the cur-
rent increases with the tube diameter; this increase is
faster for the � � 0 tubes.

We also computed the NICS inside these nano-
tubes. The z-component of the NICS, which is induced
by the current flow around the nanotube, was found to
agree closely with a simple classical solenoid model.
Both the z-component and the isotropic NICS inside the
larger nanotubes showed a large uniform region
around the center of the tube where, for example, a
molecule could be encapsulated. A large difference in
NICS was found between different nanotubes. This
would lead to different changes in the chemical shifts

of a molecule encapsulated inside different nanotubes.

This change in chemical shift is large and experimen-

tally significant. This opens up the possibility of charac-

terizing nanotubes by measuring the change in the

chemical shifts of encapsulated molecules.

METHODS AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Nanotubes are divided into three families defined by the pa-

rameter � � mod(n�m,3), where n and m are the nanotube
chiral vectors (n,m). We focus on nonmetallic zigzag nanotubes
of type (n,0). The geometries for the n � 9�17 isolated nano-
tubes were taken directly from Zurek et al.28 The n � 6 and 18
nanotubes were generated using the TUBEGEN39 tool, and their
geometry was optimized through first-principles using param-
eters similar to those used in ref 28.

Magnetic shielding tensors were calculated for each iso-
lated infinite single-walled nanotube using the gauge including
projector augmented wave (GIPAW)40 approach implemented in
the CASTEP code.41 This approach is capable of treating peri-
odic systems and can also be applied to finite systems using a su-
percell technique. The CASTEP code uses a plane-wave basis set
implementation of density-functional theory. Calculations were
carried out using ultrasoft pseudopotentials42 with the

Perdew�Burke�Ernzerhof43 exchange-correlation functional
and a maximum plane-wave energy of 500 eV. As found in pre-
vious studies,28 this energy cut off was found to be sufficient to
converge isotropic chemical shifts.

In the GIPAW approach, the total current is divided into con-
tributions from the core states of the atoms, the pseudised va-
lence electrons, and atom centered augmentation terms, which
account for the difference between the pseudo and true all-
electron states close to the nucleus.44 To obtain the chemical
shielding tensor, we must include all the contributions to the
current. However, to visualize the induced current, we focus on
the current from the pseudised valence electrons as this will be
the only contribution in the region away from the nucleus.
Within the plane-wave calculations, this current is calculated in
real space on a regular grid in the unit cell. We use Fourier inter-
polation to calculate the current on an arbitrary grid,45 in our
case, a grid that cuts the carbon bonds in the nanotubes. This

Figure 7. Top view of the 2D grid (red) of points used for the cal-
culation of the total current.

Figure 8. Side view of the 2D grid (red) of points used for the cal-
culation of the total current.
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grid is used to visualize the current density across the nano-
tubes. If we look at this grid from the top, as can be seen in Fig-
ure 7, the grid is chosen such that it cuts the midpoint of the car-
bon bond. When the grid is viewed from the side, as in Figure
8, the grid cuts the bond at an angle.

The magnetic shielding tensor is calculated from the in-
duced current using the Biot�Savart Law

The linearity of eq 1 allows us to calculate the induced mag-
netic field from each current contribution independently.40 For
the bare current contribution, the Biot�Savart Law is applied in
reciprocal space

and the induced magnetic field at position R is obtained by an
explicit Fourier transform

The three contributions are summed to get the total induced
magnetic field. The chemical shielding tensor, �, is then calcu-
lated from

For a bulk material, the chemical shielding contains a contribu-
tion �(G � 0) that depends on the shape of the sample.46 We fol-
low Marques et al.21 and present results for a cylindrical sample
shape. Note that the current within the unit cell is independent
of this choice.

For each nanotube structure, the isotropic shielding �iso was
calculated from the diagonalized symmetric part of the mag-
netic shielding tensor

The isotropic chemical shift has the same magnitude, but the op-
posite sign, as the isotropic shielding. To calculate the principal
components of the nucleus-independent chemical shift (NICS),36

we simply use the negative value of eq 4 at non-nuclear posi-
tions. We then use the z-component of the NICS (z-NICS) to re-
late the effect of the induced magnetic field inside the nanotube
and the average of the three components as the isotropic NICS
(iso-NICS) to provide predictions of the change in isotropic
chemical shifts for encapsulated molecules within each tube.
Previous studies on nanotubes have demonstrated the need for
extremely fine sampling of the Brillouin zone in order to obtain
accurate NMR parameters.28 This is particularly true in the case of
the small-band-gap � � 0 tubes. The Brillouin zone was sampled
using a Monkhorst�Pack47 k-point grid of dimension (1,1,q)
with q chosen to achieve convergence to a high accuracy. All
the chemical shifts were converged to within 1 ppm. For this, it
was necessary to vary q between 96 and 512 depending on the
nanotube band gap, the higher values being necessary for the
small-band-gap tubes. The largest calculation we performed was
on an (18,0) nanotube. The unit cell contained 72 carbon at-
oms, and the Brillouin zone was sampled with 512 k-points. We
obtain values of the NICS that tend toward a limit with increas-
ing nanotube diameter. This is contrary to the previous results of
Sebastiani and Kudin.37 We note that their method is restricted
to Brillouin zone sampling at the �-point and convergence ap-
proached by increasing the length of the tube. Given the very
fine k-point sampling we need to achieve convergence, we sug-
gest that this may be the origin of their different results.

All visualizations were done using Matlab and the Adobe
CS3 Package.
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